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1. INTR~DUCT~ON 
1.1 
Let PSL(n, n) denote the projective special linear group of degree n over 
GF(q), the field with p elements. We prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Let G be a simple group of order 2” . 3b * 7” * p, a, b > 0, 
p a prime distinct from 2, 3 and 7. If the index of a Sylow p-subgroup of G 
in its normalaker i two, therz G is ~s~rn~ph~c to Mte of the proups, 
J?w5 5), p=q, 91, PSL[2,27) and PSL(3,4). 
The methods used to prove the theorem are natural extensions of the 
methods used by Brauer [2J to classify all simple groups of order 5 . 3” .2b. 
In Section 2, we discuss the degrees of the irreducible characters in B,(p), 
the principal p-block of G. Using elementary number theory, we show that 
there are nine possibilities for the equation relating these character degrees. 
In Section 3, we consider the possible character degrees for B,(p) obtained 
in Section 2. Using class algebra coefficients and simple group classification 
theorems we show that the degree equations 1 + 3 = 4, 1 + 8 = 9, 
1 + 27 = 28, and 1 + 63 = 64 lead, respectively, to the groups PSL(2, 5), 
PSL(2,9), PSL(527) and PSL(3,4). 
1.2. Notation 
In general, upper case letters denote groups, and Sp is used to denote 
a SyIow p-subgroup. If A is a subgroup of a group G, then N(A), C(A), 
fG : A], / A j denote the normalizer of A in G, the centralizer of A in G, 
the index of A in G, and the order of A, respectively. 
* This work constitutes part of a doctoral dissertation written under the direction 
of Professor G. E. Keller at the University of Minnesota. 
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The notation x, is used for a group element of order 71. Then C(x,) refers 
to the centralizer of the element x, . 
A character of degree m is denoted by X~ . 
The notation a(~, , x, , x,) denotes the class algebra coefficient which is 
the number of ways each element of the conjugacy class of x, can be written 
as a product of an element of the class of x, by an element of the class of x, . 
2. SOLUTION OF THE DEGREE EQUATION 
2.1. The Degree Equation for B,(p) 
We are interested in simple groups, G, which satisfy the hypotheses, 
I. 1 G 1 = 2” . 3b . 7” .p, where a, b > 0 and p is a prime distinct 
from 2, 3 and 7. 
II. [N(Sp) : Sp] = 2. 
If G satisfies II, then it is an immediate consequence of Burnside’s theorem 
[13, Theorem 14.3.1, p. 2031 that Sp = C(Sp). 
If x, is an element of order p, and xa is a p-regular element, then Brauer’s 
work [3] yields the following information concerning B,(p). 
B,(p) contains the identity character, 1, a character x, and (p - I)/2 
exceptional characters xcrn), m = 1, 2,..., (p - 1)/2. There are signs 6 = + 1 
or - 1 and 8’ = +I or -1 so that 
x(x9) = 6, C x(~)(x,) = S’, m = I, 2 ,... (p - 1)/2, 
x(1) z S(modp), ~(“‘(1) = -26’(modp), m = 1, 2,... (p - 1)/2, 
1 + Sx(x,) + Xx(m)(x,J = 0. (2.1) 
When x, = I in (2.1) we obtain the following relation between the degrees 
of the irreducible characters in B,,(p), 
1 + 8x(l) + S’x’“‘(1) = 0. (2.2) 
We call (2.2) the degree equation for B,(p). 
2.2. Solution of the Degree Equation 
We next treat Eq. (2.2) as an exponential Diophantine equation and find 
all of its integral solutions. 
It is clear that we must have 6 = --6’ in (2.2). Furthermore, since x(l), 
x(“‘(l) divide 1 G 1 and are relatively prime to p, we may write (2.2) in the 
form, 
1+x=y, (2.3) 
where x and y are of the form 2’ . 3” * 7t. 
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Next we observe that x and y cannot be divisible by the same prime 
so that at least one of x, y is a power of 2, 3 or 7. 
LEMMA 2.1. The solutions to the equation 1 + x = y, where x and y are 
of the form 2’ ’ 3” . 7t, are x = 1, y = 2; x = 2, y = 3; x = 3, y = 4; 
x = 8, y = 9; x = 7, y = 8; x = 63, y = 64; x = 6, y = 7; x = 27, 
y = 28; x = 48, y = 49. 
Proof. We consider Eq. (2.3) modulo a succession of primes and prime 
powers. These considerations give congruences on the various exponents. 
As this procedure is continued, either a contradiction is reached or the 
exponents are determined and a solution is found. 
The three cases that x or y is a power of 2, x or y is a power of 3, and 
x or y is a power of 7 are treated separately. We illustrate the method by 
doing the case that x or y is a power of 2 in detail. 
Here we may write (2.3) in the form 
2’ - 3” 7t = +l or -1. (2.4) 
If t = 0, setting r = 1, 2, 3 yields the solutions x = 1, y = 2; x = 2, 
y=3;~=3,y=4;andx=8,y=9.Forr>3,witht=0,3~=+1 
or - 1 (mod 16). But then s = 0 (mod 4) whence 2’ = 0 (mod 5), a con- 
tradiction. 
Ift>0,2’=+1 or -l(mod7),sothatr=O(mod3)andwemay 
write (2.4) as 
1 + 3” . 7t = 2’. 
Now t > 1 implies that 2’ = 1 (mod 49), whence r = 0 (mod 21). But 
then 3” 7t = 0 (mod 127) a contradiction. Thus t = 1. 
Next s > 2 implies that 2’ E 1 (mod 27), whence r = 0 (mod 18), so that 
3” . 7t = 0 (mod 19), a contradiction. Thus s = 0, 1 or 2, and we obtain 
the solutions x = 7, y = 8 and x = 63, y = 64. 
The other two cases are handled in a similar manner. 
We now restate Lemma 2.1 in group theoretic terms. 
COROLLARY 2.2. If G is a simple group satisfying I and II, then the degree 
equation for B,(p) must be one of the equations, 
1+1=2, 1+2=3, 1+3=4, 1+8=9, 1+7=8, 
I + 63 = 64, 1 + 27 = 28, 1 + 6 = 7, and 1 + 48 = 49. 
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3. PROOF OF MAIN THEOREM 
3.1. Preliminary Results 
Before considering the possible degree equations we list some lemmas which 
are extremely useful in using the degree equation for B,(p) to determine 
the order of the group and the structures of various subgroups of G. The 
first two lemmas are due to Brauer and Tuan and appear in [6]. 
LEMMA 3.1. If G is a simple group, x is a character of G of degree pS, 
s > 1, then x cannot be in B,,(p). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let G be a simple group of order p * qb + T, where p and q are 
primes, (pq, r) = 1. ~up~se the degree eq~t~n for B,,(p) is C &xi(l) = 0, 
and G has no elements of order pp. Then for any q-btock, 3(q), 
c &xi(l) = 0 (mod qb), 
where the sarmmation is taken over all characters in B,(p) n B(q). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let G be a group sat~sf~~g I, II with degree elates 
qT = w j, 1, where q is 2, 3 or 7. Then qr is the &ll power of q dividing 1 G / 
and a character of degree qT vanishes on all q-singular elements. 
Proof. This lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 
and the fact that [N(Sp) : Sp] = 2. 
We next prove a lemma dealing with class algebra coefficients. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let G be Q simple group satisfying I, II. Let x, , x, be p-reg&r 
elements of G, and xD be an element of order p. If 1 -+ v = w is the degree 
equation for B,(p) then the class algebra coeficient a(x, , x, , x,) satis$es 
a@, x, , 4 = I G I TV - xvMb - x&J1 I &%)I I C(xs)l v(v + 1) ’ 
where xzr is a character in B,(p) of degree a. 
proof. It is well known that if xi , xj, x, are elements of group G, 
+2 , xj , %) = t: I G 1 x(4 ~(4 conXxWl_ , 
I CWl I C(x9)I x(l) (3.2) 
where the summation extends over all characters x of G and conj[x(xJj 
is the complex conjugate of X(X*). 
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Brauer’s work [3] implies that all characters of G not in B,(p) are of 
defect 0 for p, and thus x(x9) = 0 for x not in B,(p). 
Equation (3.1) now follows directly from (3.2) and the relations (2.1). 
If r = s in Lemma 3.4 we obtain 
LEMMA 3.5. If G is a simple group satisfying hypotheses I, II, then G 
has one class of involutions and if y2 is an involution in G and xp is an element 
of order p in G, then 
4Y2 P Y2 > %J = P. (3.4) 
Proof. Brauer and Fowler [4] have shown that if y is an element of 
odd order and x2 is an involution, then a(x2 , x2 , y) is the number of involu- 
tions conjugate to x2 which send y to y-l under conjugation. 
Now if x2 is an involution in N(Sp) and xp is a nonidentity element of Sp, 
then hypothesis II implies that (3.4) holds. 
Next let y2 be any involution in G. If y2 is not conjugate to x2 then y2 
is not in any N(Sp). Thus a(y, , yz , xa) = 0. But then (3.3) implies that 
xV(y2) = v which contradicts the simplicity of G. Thus G has one class 
of involutions and Lemma 3.5 is proved. 
3.2. Proof of Main Theorem 
We are now ready to consider the possible degree equations listed in 
Corollary 2.2 and determine what groups, G, satisfy the hypotheses I, II 
of our theorem. 
First of all, the equation 1 + 1 = 2 is impossible since G is a simple group. 
The equations 1 + 2 = 3 and 1 + 7 = 8 are rejected since the prime, 
p, cannot be chosen so that the relations (2.1) are satisfied. 
LEMMA 3.6. If G is a simple group satisfying I and II, then 
(1) If G has degree equation 1 + 3 = 4 then G is isomorphic to PSL(2, 5); 
(2) If G has degree equation 1 + 8 = 9 then G is isomorphic to PSL(2,9); 
and 
(3) G cannot have degree equation 1 + 6 = 7. 
Proof. For each of these degree equations, the relations (2.1) imply that 
the prime, p, is 5. 
Statement (1) follows immediately from Blichfeldt [l] since G has a 
character of degree 3. Similarly, statement (3) follows from Wales [15]. 
If G has degree equation 1 + 8 = 9, Lemma 3.3 implies that 1 G 1 = 
23 . 32 . 7” . 5. Then statement (2) follows from the works of Brauer-Suzuki 
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[5], Gorenstein [ll], and Gorenstein-Walter [12]. It is an easy matter to 
verify that PSL(2, 9) satisfies hypotheses I and II. 
We next consider the degree equation 1 + 27 = 28. 
LEMMA 3.7. If G is a simple group satisfying I and II, with degree quatjo~ 
1 -/- 27 = 28, then G is isomorphic to PSL(2, 27). 
Proof. Here the relations (2.1) give the choices 29 and 13 for the prime, p. 
When p = 29, Feit [9] implies that G is isomorphic to PSL(2, 29). This 
is absurd since / PSL(2,29)j is incompatible with hypothesis I. 
Thus p = 13. If x7 E C(S,), then calculations involving Lemma 3.3, 
Lemma 3.5, the class algebra coefficients a(xz , xg , xis) and a(x, , x7 , xrs), and 
a count of St, subgroups yield 1 G 1 = 2” . 33 * 7” . 13, a E c + 1 (mod 12), 
a < 8 and even, c < 3 and odd. Thus we have either 1 G 1 = 24 . 33 .73 . 13 
or j G j = 22 . 33 * 7 . 13. 
In the former case another look at a(x, , “L’, , xia) and the relations (2.1) 
yields x&x7) = -22, x&x,) = -21 and / C(x,)I = 73 or 2 . 73. But then 
[x27W12 + rxzs(412 > I%)I, 
which is ridiculous (cf. [S, Theorem 2.141). 
If G is of order 22 . 33 . 7 * 13, it is clear from a(xz , x2 , xr3) that C(x2) 
is solvable and S, is Abelian. Then Gorenstein’s work implies G is isomorphic 
to a PSL(2, p). A glance at / G / then indicates G is isomorphic to PSL(2,27). 
It is easy to verify that PSL(2, 27) satisfies hypotheses I and II. 
We next consider the degree equation I + 48 = 49. 
LEMMA 3.8. There is no simple group, G, satisfying hypotheses I and II 
with degree equation 1 + 48 = 49. 
Proof. It can be shown that a character, x4s , of degree 48 is of t-defect 
zero as follows. If not, by Lemma 3.2 it is in the principal 2-block. Now 
x4&d = f 16 as 
x4&x2)/48 = 1 (mod 2). 
If X is the representation corresponding to x4*, there is an invariant 
subspace, H, of dimension 32 on which X(x,) / His *I,, . The same is true of 
any conjugatey, I Let K be the corresponding subspace. Now dim(H n K) > 
16. Choose ya so that x,y, = x?, . Now X&J has at least 16 eigenvalues 1. 
This is inconsistent with the equations above (2.1) if p 3 5. This argument 
shows a = 4. 
Now Lemma 3.3 and the class algebra coefficient a(x3 , xa , x47), x3 E C(S,), 
yield 
IGI =24.3b.72.p, b < 7 and odd. (3.5) 
The equations above (2.1) imply that p = 47 or 5. 
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If p = 47, b = 1 and then Lemma 3.2 implies that the principal 3-block 
contains the identity character and the 23 characters of degree 49. This 
is absurd. Thus p cannot be 47. 
Ifp = 5, it follows from (3.5) that b = 1 or 5. When b = 1, Lemma 3.2 
implies that the principal 3-block contains the identity character and the 
character of degree 49. The equations above (2.1) and Eq. (2.3) with p = 3 
imply that there is a character of degree 50 in the principal 3-block. This 
is incompatible with (3.5). 
Finally let 1 G 1 = 24 . 35 . 72 . 5. Here Lemma 3.5 and the class algebra 
coefficients a(x2 , x2 , x5) and a(~, , x, , x5) yield 
I C(x,)l = 24 . 33 and / C(xJ = 72 . 38, s < 2. (3.6) 
It follows from (3.6) that the S, subgroups of G are a T.I. set. Consider 
the representation of a single S, subgroup, A, as a permutation group on 
the set of all S, subgroups of G. The subgroup of A fixing any other S, , B, 
is the identity. The following congruence is immediate: 
w = 1 (mod 49), (3.7) 
where w is the number of S, subgroups of G. It follows from (3.7) that 
j N(S,)/ = 22 . 32 . 72. 
It is now clear that an S, subgroup is not cyclic else (3.6) would be 
contradicted. Furthermore, the entire subgroup, K, of N(S,) where 
/ K I = 22 . 32 is contained in the automorphism group of S, . Since S, 
is elementary Abelian its automorphism group is, of course, GL(2, 7) of 
order 25 . 32 ’ 7. 
We next will investigate K further by constructing it in GL(2, 7). We 
represent S, as the set of vectors, (u, n), where u, v E GF(7). Then GL(2, 7) 
operates on S, with ordinary matrix multiplication. Without loss of 
generality, consider the following S, of GL(2, 7), 
where /\ is a primitive cube root of unity. It is easy to verify that the generators 
of H centralize the 7-elements (0, v) and (u, 0), respectively, while the 
3-elements of H, not having 1 on the diagonal, do not centralize any 
7-elements. 
Now it is clear that in (3.6), s # 2, so 
I C(x7)l = 72 or 3 . 72. (3.8) 
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Next we see that the 22, subgroup of A’(&) must be cyclic. Such a cyclic 
subgroup of GL(2,7) is the subgroup generated by 
0 E x* = L 1 E2 0’
where E is a primitive sixth root of unity. Clearly (x&~ is an invohnion which 
inverts S, and centralizes all of N. Let ys E H be 
h 0 
Y3== 0 A’ F 1 
and let zs E H be such that -iys centralizes an element of order 7, for example, 
let 
h 0 
%t= 0 1’ E 1 
Finally, let xs E C(Ss). 
We claim that xs , ys and xa are in distinct classes of G. The coefficient 
+a , xs , x5) yields 
J C(xJJ = 35 ’ 2a, a<1 and x.dx~) = -4 @*9) 
Since x, E C(ys) and 7/i C(z,)/ t i is clear from (3.9) that ys and xs are 
not conjugate to X, . If H did not contain elements conjugate to xa , then 
33// C(xs)l and the coefficient u(za , zs , x5) implies that 
/ C(z,)i = 2 + 33 * 7. 
But then the S, of C(aa) would be normal so that 32/j C(x,)l, x, E C@a). 
This contradicts (3.8). So there are elements of H conjugate to ac, and then 
a(xa , as, x5) implies that 
j C(x,)i = 2 f 32 - 7 and xe&J = 6. (3.10) 
It is now clear that zs , ya are not conjugate and a(~,, ya , x5) yields 
x&ys) = 0 (mod 4). Then restricting xas to (ya) implies that x~s(ya) EZ 0 
(mod 3). Then 
X4dY3) = 07 (3.11) 
else 
c X(Y3)12 z=- I C(Yd, 
where the summation is taken over all characters of G. 
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Now in H there are 4 elements conjugate to as , 2 conjugate to ~a and 
2 conjugate to xa . Then Eqs. (3.9)-(3.11) yield 
tXas iH2 14 = 20/3, 
a contradiction. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.8. 
LEMMA 3.9. If G is a simple group satisfying hypotheses I and II with 
degree e~~utio~ I + 63 = 64, then G is isomorphic to PSL(3,4). 
Proof. If, as usual, xs E C(S,), x, E C(S,) then Lemma 3.3, Lemma 3.5, 
4x2 , x2 ,4, 4x3 , x3 ,G,) and 4, , x7 , x,) yield 
j G j = 26 . ‘jb . 7” . p, b < 6 and even, c < 3 and odd. (3.12) 
The relations (2.1) imply that p = 31, 13, or 5. We consider these cases 
separately. 
When p = 31 or 13 it follows from (3.12) and a count of Sp subgroups that 
i G j = 26 . 36 ’ 73 .31, 26*32.7-31 or 26 * 32 * 7 ’ 13. 
If 1 G 1 = 26 . 3s * 73 * 31, a(xr , x, , x3J yields 
X63(‘%) = 14 and / C(x7)J = 73 . 37, r < 2. 
Also (2.1) implies that x&x7) = 15. Since there are 15 characters of degree 64 
with value 15 at x7 , 
2 [x(xv)12 2 3571 > 3087 > j C(xJ], 
a contradiction. 
If / G j = 26 . 32 17 * 31 or 26 * 32 = 7 . 13, the class algebra coefficient 
a(xa , x2 , xP) implies that / C(xa)) I- 2’j. Then the work of Suzuki [14] leads 
to a contradiction. 
If p = 5, a count of S, subgroups yields b = c + 1 (mod 4) and then 
(3.12) implies that 
I G 1 = 26 - 36 * 7 .5, 26 - 34 * 73 . 5 or 26 . 32 .7 . 5. 
If 1 G j = 26 * 36 . 7 * 5, xa E C(&), then U(X~ , xs , xr,) yields 
xs3(x3) = -18 and I C{x,>l = 36. 
But then (2.1) implies that x&x3) = - 17. Since there are 2 characters 
of degree 63 with value - 18 at xa 
a contradiction. 
c ~xc%)12 2 937 > I C@,)ll (3.13) 
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If ! G ! = 26 * 34 ’ 7” ’ 5, “a E C(S,), x, E C(S,), then Lemma 3.5 and the 
class algebra coefficients a(~ , xa , x5), u(xa , xa , xr,) and a(~, , X, , x5) yield 
j C(x,)l =.= 26 * 3 . 7, 
/ C(x,)/ = 34 . 2’ . 7, y < 1, (3.14) 
j C(x,)l = 3 . 73. 
Let y7 be an element of order 7 in C(X,). Since (y,) is normal in C(x,), 
2711 C(y&. Then a(y, , y7 , x5) implies that 
/ C(yJl = 33 * 72. 
Let H be an S, subgroup of C(yr). Without loss of generality let 
where x7 is in the center of an S, subgroup of G. 
Since the automorphism group of H is of order 25 . 32 . 7, there is an 
element ya of order 3 in C(y7) so that ya E C(H). 
It follows from (3.14) that 
CW) = H x (~3). 
Consider N(H), the normalizer of H in G. If S is an S, subgroup of G 
confining H, there is an element, xi , of order 7 in S so that x7 is not in H, 
but z, E N(H). Since C(H) is normal in N(I;I), z7 E C(ya). Thus 
3” . 7”A C(Y3K 
Next a(y, , y, , x5) implies that 
3 * 72/E~t53(~3) - 631, 
which is a contradiction. 
Finally, let / G j = 26 . 32 . 7 ’ 5. Here Lemma 3.5 and a(xa , ~a , x5) yield 
/ C(xJl = 26. 
Then the work of Suzuki [14] implies that G is isomorphic to PsL(3,4). 
The group PSL(3,4) clearly satisfies hypothesis I. We next verify that 
in PSL(3,4) [N{S,) : S,] = 2. 
In PSL(3,4), 
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where h is a primitive cube root of unity, is of order 5. If x is in C(x&, 
a 0 0 
x= 0 b c, [ 1 a, b, c, d E GF(4). 0 c d 
Clearly a = Xi, i < 2 else det[x] # 1. Now it is clear that x E C(S,) if and 
only if 
Pi [i ;I[; :] = [; 11 s-i [f d”]. 
This equation holds in PSL(2,4). rU -ow [i t] is an element of order 5 in 
PSL(2,4), the simple group of order 60. It is well known that the S, subgroup 
of PSL(2, 4) is self-centralizing. Thus 1 C(x,)I = 5 in PSL(3, 4). 
A count of S, subgroups now implies that [N(S,) : S,] = 2 so that 
hypothesis II is satisfied. 
We have now considered all of the possible degree equations listed in 
Corollary 2.2, and have used them to show that PSL(2, 5), PSL(2, 9), 
PSL(2, 27) and PSL(3,4) are the only simple groups satisfying our hypotheses 
I and II. 
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